
اقرأ باسم ربّك 

SURAH AL FAJR
Recite in the Name of your Lord
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We all love calmness and assurance

But we find disturbed souls

Bursting 

Not knowing what it wants

Abilities but no action

Selves that love standing out and being apparent

And selves that love tranquility and sympathy 

What’s the answer?

We want a new dawn

A truthful dawn

A self at rest
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Surah Al Fajr
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ف
ْ
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By the dawn

O human, do you want to be in peace
Do you a nafs at rest?

Allah swears by matters to make you at rest
Your talents will break through in the best way
Allah swears by the truthful dawn whose light

spreads from the horizon
A quiet and peaceful time
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By the dawn

Its prayer places you under Allah’s guardianship
Its recitation is witnessed by the angels

Its remembrance is protection and safety
Allah swears by ten nights

The greatest days of this world
The deeds most beloved to Allah are in the first

ten days of Dhul Hijjah
Grab the opportunity in these beloved times
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Have you not considered how your Lord dealt with 'Aad -

Look O Mohammed (صلى الله عليه وسلم) and whoever is with you
The action of your Lord Who nurtured you

Groups of people
Who burst with lies

Transgression and corruption
No concern except for themselves

Deceived with their power
Deceived with their pillars and pegs

Nothing benefited them
Except for torment from above

No one stopped them or prevented them
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Indeed, your Lord is in observation.
O human

Learn and be nurtured from this lesson
Do not be arrogant and do not burst falsely

Drifting behind your desires for control
No matter what Allah has given you from talents

Use it in the way of obeying Allah
Be humble and surrender to the truth

Your Lord will not leave them
He’s observing and watching them

Tracking them down until He takes them
A lesson for others
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Indeed, your Lord is in observation.
A lesson for others

You can never be at rest with arrogance and corruption
Or force or tyranny

Be humble and tranquil, be at rest
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And as for man, when his Lord tries him and [thus] is generous to him
and favors him, he says, "My Lord has honored me."

O human do not be sensitive and fragile
Exploding to seek sympathy

Thinking you are entitled
A center of attention

When tested with good
Bursting with deception 

Ungrateful 
And if tested with evil
Bursting out of anger

Impatient 
Sees himself in the right with Allah

And does not see Allah’s right on him
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No! But you do not honor the orphan
This person is not kind to the weak

Dishonors the orphans
Pushes people away from feeding the needy

Eats the inheritance – lawful or unlawful
And his love for money is intense
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No! When the earth has been leveled - pounded and crushed -
O human

All that you loved and competed for wealth
Will not remain for you
A Great Day lies ahead 

The pegged mountains will be leveled
And your Lord will come 

Shaded with clouds
The angels will come, dwellers of the heavens

Row after row
Rows of submission and humility to The King

The hellfire will come, pulled with chains
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No! When the earth has been leveled - pounded and crushed -
The human will see it

Remembering all he did from good and bad
But the reminder is of no benefit then

Regretful
Wishing to return

To do good in this life
For his eternal, everlasting life

There is no torment like the torment of the one 
who neglected this Day

And no binding greater than this binding
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[To the righteous it will be said], "O reassured soul,
A call to the soul at rest to the remembrance of Allah

Tranquil in loving Him
Delighted to see Him

Return to your Lord Who nurtured you with 
His blessings and favors

Becoming from His slaves and loved ones
You are pleased with Allah so He is pleased with you

Admitting you with His righteous slaves
Entering His paradise

What no one eye has seen, no ear has heard, and 
what has never crossed the heart of a human
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